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ABSTRACT Limits of data rate over a wireline channel depend on the channel characteristics, the
signaling or modulation scheme, and the complexity one can afford for its implementation. This article
compares two signaling schemes, namely baseband and discrete multi-tone (DMT), for two example
channels, one with a smooth frequency response and one with a notch frequency response, to examine
how far each can push the data rate towards the maximum achievable data rate, derived from Shannon
Capacity formula.

INDEX TERMS Discrete multi-tone (DMT), pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM), Shannon’s capacity, bit loading, salz SNR, integrated crosstalk noise (ICN), insertion
loss (IL).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DEMAND for higher data rates has been on the
rise over the past few decades, but has seen a dra-

matic increase in recent months as more people resort to the
Internet both for entertainment and work during the pan-
demic. At the chip level, this demand translates to higher
bandwidth per wireline channel connecting two adjacent
microchips on the same board or on daughter boards shar-
ing the same backplane. Today, research papers report data
rates of 112Gb/s/channel [1], [2] and pursue innovations to
double this data rate.
It is well known that wireline channels suffer from impair-

ments such as frequency-dependent attenuation, reflections,
crosstalk, and jitter, among others. Despite these impair-
ments, engineers have been able to increase the data rate far
beyond the 3 dB bandwidth of the channel. This progress
has been made by development in channel design (mate-
rials, connectors, manufacturing), innovative circuit design
of equalizers, crosstalk cancellation, and clock and data
recovery, as well as the choice of modulation scheme.

Today, 100Gb/s communication per channel is achieved
using digital pre-equalizers and DAC at the transmitter [3]
and a combination of CTLE, ADC, and digital equalizer
at the receiver. This data rate is achieved in conjunc-
tion with PAM-4 modulation [1] and in combination with
partial response signaling [4]. However, a question still
remains as to how far we can push the data rate with-
out sacrificing the bit error rate for a given channel
and its impairments. In addition, it remains unclear the
potential of other modulation schemes such as PAM-8
or Discrete Multi-tone (DMT), which has gained atten-
tion after the implementation reported in [5], to push
the data rates higher without increasing the implementa-
tion complexity (e.g., requiring large area, more power,
etc.). This article attempts to answer these questions by
(a) finding the limits of signaling, given the channel con-
straints, using Shannon’s capacity theorem, and by (b)
comparing baseband signaling (such as PAM-4 and PAM-8)
against DMT signaling in terms of achievable data rate and
complexity.
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Previous publications report methods to estimate the max-
imum achievable rate. For example, [6] evaluates baseband
PAM-M modulation, including different noise sources and
implementation constraints such as noise, jitter, and slicer
resolution in the context of a mixed-signal link. In the
DMT case, [7] shows an achievable data rate study, where
impairments such as ADC resolution, noise, residual ISI,
and clipping are considered. In this article, we perform a
comparison in the context of a DAC/ADC-based link. We
include for both modulations the effect of crosstalk, AWGN,
TX and RX jitter, residual ISI, DAC/ADC quantization noise,
and clipping.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II explains how

to calculate the capacity of a channel with Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and crosstalk. Sections III and IV
describe our proposed method to calculate the achievable
data rate, including the primary impairments in DMT and
PAM, respectively. Section V covers simulation results and
comparisons between DMT and baseband PAM modulation.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND: CAPACITY CALCULATION
This Section describes some basic concepts of information
theory and how capacity can be calculated for a frequency
selective channel with crosstalk and AWGN.

A. CAPACITY
A fundamental concept in information theory is capacity,
which represents the maximum number of bits per symbol
that can be sent over a channel with an arbitrarily small
probability of error [8]. In particular, given a memoryless
continuous channel subject to AWGN with variance σ 2

n and
average transmit power Po, the capacity, in bits per symbol,
Cs, is given by the famous formula [9]:

Cs = 1

2
log2 (1 + SNR), (1)

where SNR � Po/σ 2
n corresponds to the signal to noise ratio.

By virtue of the Nyquist’s sampling theorem, the discrete-
time result from (1) can be extended to the continuous-
time AWGN channel with bandwidth W and signal to noise
ratio SNR. For both baseband or pass-band transmission, the
capacity, in bits per second, can be written as [9]:

C = W log2(1 + SNR) (2)

The capacity from (2) is modified with an SNR margin, �,
to estimate the maximum bit rate with uncoded modulation,
maintaining certain symbol error probability [10]:

b = W log2

(
1 + SNR

�

)
(3)

� is referred to as Gap to Capacity and is a function of
the coding scheme and the symbol error probability Pe. For
uncoded PAM or QAM, the value of � can be estimated
according to:

� = 1

3

[
Q−1

(
Pe
Ne

)]2

(4)

FIGURE 1. A model for a frequency-dependent channel with crosstalk and noise.

where Ne is the average number of nearest neighbor sym-
bols, which is 2 for PAM and 4 for QAM [10], and
Q−1 is the inverse of the Q-function, defined by Q(x) �

1√
2π

∫ ∞
x e−t2/2dt.

B. FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT CHANNEL
Equation (3) assumes SNR is constant across the frequency
range of interest. However, in reality, channel attenuation and
SNR are frequency-dependent. Typically, the high-frequency
content of the transmit signal is attenuated more than its
low-frequency content. To accommodate this frequency-
dependent behavior in our capacity equation, we assume the
model shown in Fig. 1. Here, we assume a signal with aver-
age power Po and power spectral density (PSD) Sx(f ) is sent
through a channel with insertion loss1 HC(f ). The received
signal is affected by noise with spectral density Sn(f ), and
(far-end/near-end) crosstalk aggressors with a PSD denoted
by Sxt(f ) that is shaped by a transfer function HXT(f ).
When the channel frequency response is non-constant,

it can be divided into small sub-bands �f , such that the
channel frequency response can be considered flat for �f .
Assuming identical transmitters in the victim and aggressor
lines, Sx(f ) = Sxt(f ), and white noise2 Sn(f ) = No

2 , the signal
to noise ratio as a function of frequency can be written as:

SNR(f ) = Sx(f )|HC(f )|2
Sx(f )|HXT(f )|2 + No

2

(5)

Accordingly, the total achievable rate can be written as:

Ctotal = sup
∫
B

log2

(
1 + SNR(f )

�

)
df , (6)

where B represents the frequency band of interest, and
sup represents the maximum the integral can take over all
possible Sx(f ) that satisfy

2
∫ ∞

0
Sx(f )df = Po (7)

Equations (6) and (7) state that, for a given channel,
there is a particular transmit power spectral density (Sx(f ))
that maximizes the data rate through the channel. Using

1. Sanders [11] explains how the effect of reflections can be included by
taking the worst-case transmitter and receiver return loss. With a conversion
from S-parameters to transmission parameters, matrix multiplication, and
reconversion to S-parameters, it is possible to obtain an overall transfer
function Hc(f ) that includes the effect of reflections.

2. Under certain conditions, this term can be modified to include some
impairments such as CTLE input-referred noise, ADC comparator offset or
supply noise.
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the Euler-Lagrange technique, Kalet and Shamai [12] found
this optimum Sx(f ) is a solution to the following quadratic
equation:

aS2
x(f ) + bSx(f ) + c = 0 (8)

where:

a = |HXT(f )|2
[
|HXT(f )|2 + |HC(f )|2

]

b = No
2

[
2|HXT(f )|2 + |HC(f )|2

]

c =
(
No
2

)2

− 1

λ

No
2

|HC(f )|2 (9)

The value of the Lagrange multiplier λ is chosen to sat-
isfy (7). Hence, to evaluate Ctotal as a function of Po, the
value of λ should be swept.

It is worth mentioning that the data rate values obtained
using (6) correspond to an ideal case where the only impair-
ments considered are channel attenuation, crosstalk, and
white Gaussian noise. Other impairments such as jitter, resid-
ual ISI, or quantization noise are not included. To include
these impairments, we need to modify the SNR(f ) formula,
assuming a specific link architecture and a specific modu-
lation scheme. This exercise is done for the cases of DMT
and baseband in Sections III and IV.

C. DISCRETE MULTI-TONE (DMT) MODULATION
One method to reach capacity is by dividing the frequency
band B into small sub-channels of width �f . Through each
sub-channel, the amount of transmit power is determined
from the optimization solution made for (6) and (7). Knowing
the optimum power spectral density Sx(f ), it is possible to
define SNR(f ) and the bit loading b(f ) of each sub-channel.

b(f ) = log2

(
1 + SNR(f )

�

)
(10)

One scheme suitable for this approach is DMT modula-
tion, where the power and the number of bits transmitted in
each sub-carrier are optimized towards maximizing the data
rate.
A simplified block diagram of a DMT link is shown in

Fig. 2, where QAM symbols form the complex amplitudes of
sinusoids at different frequency bins. These complex ampli-
tudes are then recovered at the receiver through a Fast Fourier
Transform. In addition, the inclusion of cyclic prefix (CP),
which appends the last portion of a given DMT block of
symbols to its start, sets the input-output relation of the
channel as circular convolution [13]. In this way, the addi-
tion of an IFFT block in the transmitter and FFT block in the
receiver creates a communication link with N independent
AWGN sub-channels (bins), each with input X[l] and output
Y[l] related by:

Y[l] = X[l]HC[l] + N[l] + X̄[l]HXT [l] l = 1, 2, . . . ,N (11)

In (11), the first term is the input multiplied by a complex
number HC[l] = HC(l�f ). To recover the transmit symbols,

FIGURE 2. Simplified DMT link.

it is required the use of a magnitude and phase correction
equalizer in each bin. The second term of (11) is the noise
in the l-th sub-channel, and is given by N[l] = No

2 . The third
term in (11) represents an aggressor signal X̄[l] multiplied
by the crosstalk transfer function in the l-th sub-channel,
which can be written as HXT [l] = HXT(l�f ).

“Bit and power loading” is the process of determining the
number of bits per symbol and energy that is sent through
each sub-channel. As the number of bits in each sub-band
must be an integer, one approach is to round the optimal solu-
tion produced in (10) to the nearest integer value. However,
this approach is not optimal. Instead, the optimal solution
can be found by a bit loading algorithm, for example, Levin-
Campello (LC) [14], [15], which is based on the concept
of efficient bit distribution. To apply LC, we rely on two
concepts:

• The minimum energy Ex(b, l) that is required to sustain
b bits per transmission:

Ex(b, l) = �
(
2b − 1

)No
2

max{|HC[l]|2 − �
(
2b − 1

)|HXT [l]|2, 0} (12)

• The incremental energy �Ex(b, l), which is the energy
required to increment the l-th bit load from b to b+ 1
bits:

�Ex(b, l) � Ex(b+ 1, l)− Ex(b, l) (13)

An efficient bit distribution allocates bits and energy to
the sub-carriers that requires less incremental energy. A
flowchart, based on the LC implementation reported in [14],
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The results of the LC algorithm are the
vectors b and Ex with the bit load and energy per dimension
of each bin. After the bit loading is applied, the achievable
data rate is given by:

R = fs
NFFT + NCP

N∑
l=1

bl (14)

where fs = 1/T is the data converter sampling rate, NFFT is
the size of the FFT/IFFT block and NCP is the cyclic prefix
size.

D. BASEBAND MODULATION
For a baseband system, the capacity calculation requires
the analysis of the system in Fig. 1 with T �= 0. This
analysis, explained in [16], starts with a conversion from
continuous to discrete-time. The immediate effect is that all
transfer functions and power spectral densities are mapped
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FIGURE 3. Levin-Campello algorithm.

to folded spectra. For example, the channel function HC(f )
is mapped to:

H̃C(f ) = 1
T

∞∑
m=−∞

HC
(
f + m

T

)

≈ 1
T

(
HC(f ) + HC

(
1
T − f

))
(15)

This approximation is valid for frequencies between 0 and
1

2T if spectrum aliasing is minimal. As a consequence, the
achievable rate can be estimated with:

R(T) =
∫ 1

2T

0
log2

(
1 + SNR∗(f )

�

)
df (16)

where the SNR at the sampling point can be approxi-
mated by:

SNR∗(f ) ≈ SNR(f ) + SNR

(
1

T
− f

)
(17)

Here, the optimization of the transmitter spectrum to
maximize (16) is similar to the one performed for (6).
An interesting result reported by [17], [18] shows that

a baseband system including a feed-forward equalizer and
decision feedback equalizer, both optimized for minimum
mean squared error, is, in theory, able to achieve the capacity
of the channel. Under these conditions, the SNR at the slicer
is referred to as Salz SNR, and is related to the achievable
rate R(T) by:

SNRSalz = 22TR(T)|�=1 − 1 (18)

Salz SNR can be thought of as an equivalent fixed
SNR across the bandwidth 1/2T that results in the same
data rate accommodated by SNR(f ). Salz SNR has been
used in the industry as a tool to evaluate communication
links [19], [20] in the early design stage. The evaluation is
done by comparing Salz SNR against the SNR for specific
PAM-M modulation and BER requirements. An important

point explained by Dong et al. [20] is that different impair-
ments such as timing jitter or residual ISI, have not been
included in Salz SNR analysis. To correct for an opti-
mistic Salz SNR we must include an implementation penalty,
usually in the order of 3dB to 5dB.

E. CAPACITY ANALYSIS VERSUS TIME DOMAIN
SIMULATION
So far, we have described statistical-based analysis meth-
ods based on the concept of Salz SNR for PAM-M and bit
loading for DMT. These methods are useful in finding quick
estimates of the achievable data rate before the implementa-
tion of any time-domain model. However, we note that these
methods are not intended to replace time-domain simula-
tions, whereby important metrics such as horizontal/vertical
eye openings can be extracted from time-domain models. In
addition, a time-based simulation could include the effects
of other impairments that may be challenging to include in
a statistical-based analysis method.

III. MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE RATE FOR DMT
A practical implementation of a DMT link is shown in
Fig. 4(a). In this system, a conjugate symmetry block is
added before the IFFT to obtain real-valued outputs. As
the sub-channel at DC is usually not used, the size of the
IFFT/FFT block is related to the number of available sub-
carriers by NFFT = 2(N + 1). The number of non-zero pre
and post-cursor ISI at the receiver when a single pulse is
sent by the DAC determines the cyclic prefix size. Although
fundamentally a CTLE is not required in DMT, its usage
reduces the requirement on the CP size and its overhead
on the data rate. Moreover, in general, the CTLE optimum
parameters for DMT are different to those for baseband.
The bit loading procedure presented in Section II requires

the inclusion of several impairments to evaluate the achiev-
able data rate realistically. In this section, we describe how
to improve the SNR(f ) model, including the effect of jitter,
residual ISI, data converter resolution, and clipping at the
transmitter.
With this set of impairments, SNR(f ) takes the form:

SNR(f ) = Sx(f )
∣∣H̄C(f )

∣∣2

Sx(f )
∣∣H̄XT(f )∣∣2 + Sn(f ) + Sjit(f )+

+SresISI(f ) + Sq(f ) + Sclip(f )

, (19)

where Sjit(f ), SresISI(f ), Sq(f ), and Sclip(f ) represent the
power spectral density of the noise created by sampling
clock jitter, residual ISI, quantization noise and clipping,
respectively. The analysis to obtain the parameters in (19)
is described as follows. It should be noted that the study of
clock and data recovery (CDR) for DMT and its comparison
against the CDR for baseband signaling is not included in
this work.

A. NOISE AND CROSSTALK
In the system of Fig. 4(a), the CTLE shapes the transmitted
signal, crosstalk, and noise. To include this effect, we define
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FIGURE 4. (a) DMT and (b) baseband PAM-M link architecture.

the combined channel-CTLE and crosstalk-CTLE transfer
functions as:

|HC1(f )| � |HC(f )||HCTLE(f )| = H̄C(f )

|HXT1(f )| � |HXT(f )||HCTLE(f )| = H̄XT(f ) (20)

HC1(f ) is characterized by an impulse response hC1(t) and
a sampled impulse response denoted by hm = hC1(mT).

B. JITTER
For jitter analysis, we assume that the DAC input is com-
posed of a sequence of symbols {αk} running at a sampling
rate fs = 1

T . Denoting the time uncertainty in the clock driv-
ing the DAC and ADC as εTXm and εRXm respectively, the noise
signal at the ADC’s output created by jitter at the transmitter
and receiver by can be approximated by [21], [22]:

nTXm = ∑
k

(αk − αk−1)ε
TX
k hm−k (21)

nRXm = εRXm
∑
k

(αk − αk−1)hm−k (22)

where k is the index of the transmitted symbols, and m is
the index of the symbols sampled by the ADC.
To be able to characterize the average power and the spec-

tral behavior of nTXm and nRXm , we calculate the autocorrelation
functions with:

Rjit,TX(w) = E[nTXm nTXm+w]

= 2σ 2
αE[(εTXk )2]Rh[w] (23)

Rjit,RX(w) = E[nRXm nRXm+w]

=
{

2σ 2
αE[(nRXm )2](Rh[0] − Rh[1]) for w = 0

0 for w �= 0
(24)

where σ 2
α is the average power of {αk} and Rh[w] =∑

k hkhk+w.
An implicit assumption in this derivation is that both

jitter and DAC inputs are uncorrelated, i.e., E[εTXk εTXk∗ ] =
E[εRXk εRXk∗ ] = E[αkαk∗] = 0 for k �= k∗. Moreover, it is pos-
sible to observe that nTXm and nRXm are stationary processes
(independent of m), and their power spectral densities are
respectively:

Sjit,TX(f ) = 2σ 2
αE[(εTXk )2]|HC1(f )|2/T (25)

Sjit,RX(f ) = 2σ 2
αE[(εRXk )2](Rh[0] − Rh[1])/T (26)

It is worth mentioning that the assumption of uncorre-
lated jitter (white spectrum jitter) is not always valid as the
jitter spectrum depends on the oscillator noise profile and
PLL/CDR transfer function. However, we assume uncor-
related jitter in this article to simplify the analysis and
expressions.
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C. RESIDUAL ISI: CYCLIC PREFIX SIZE
For this analysis, we denote by LSPR the number of samples
in the single pulse response of HC1(f ). The cyclic prefix
size is chosen to be NCP ≥ LSPR − 1. However, if the single
pulse response duration is long, it is not necessary to adhere
to this inequality. A proper NCP needs to maintain the noise
power associated with insufficient CP size low, such that the
performance is maintained.
The analysis done by [23], [24] shows that the selection

of insufficient cyclic prefix size destroys the circular con-
volution relation from the input and output of the channel
and creates interference within the DMT symbol block (also
referred to as inter-carrier interference ICI) and interference
caused by the previous DMT frame (which can be seen as
ISI). Both sources of interference have the same average
power in the l-th sub-carrier, given by:

PISI(l) ≈ PICI(l) = σ 2
α

LSPR−1∑
v=NCP+1

|Hv(l)|2 (27)

where σ 2
α is the average power of the transmitted signal,

and Hv(l) is the DFT of the tail samples of hm that are not
covered by the CP:

Hv(l) �
LSPR−1∑
m=v

hme
−j2πml/N (28)

To be treated as a power spectral density, (27) must be
normalized by the sub-carrier bandwidth �f .

SresISI(f )|f=l�f = 2
PISI(l)

�f
(29)

It is worth mentioning that although the energy of ISI
and ICI is similar, their timing is different, requiring the use
of DFE to remove ISI and cross-DFE (XDFE), i.e., a DFE
that uses the information of other bins, to remove ICI [25].
Nevertheless, statistical modeling of these impairments does
not rely on their timing.

D. DAC AND ADC QUANTIZATION NOISE
Suppose a given DAC and ADC both with resolution Nbit. If
the DAC’s peak to peak output range and the ADC’s peak to
peak input range are limited to 2Vα and 2Vy, respectively,
their quantization steps are defined as �DAC = 2Va

2Nbit
and

�ADC = 2Vy
2Nbit

.
A common assumption for data converter quantization

noise is that any possible error is uniformly distributed in
the interval of width �DAC or �ADC. Moreover, assum-
ing that quantization errors are independent and identically
distributed, the power spectral density is white over the
frequency range from −fs/2 to fs/2. As the DAC quantization
noise propagates through the channel, its spectral density is
shaped by the channel frequency response. With these con-
siderations, the power spectral density for quantization noise
created by DAC and ADC is approximated as:

Sq,DAC(f ) = �2
DAC

12fs
|HC1(f )|2

Sq,ADC(f ) = �2
ADC

12fs
. (30)

E. CLIPPING AT TX
When the number of sub-channels is high, the sum of all their
respective tones could potentially create a peak amplitude
that is larger that the DAC’s output range, resulting in some
clipping. To evaluate an acceptable level of clipping, [26]
calculates the average power of the clipped portion of the
signal as:

Pclip = σ 2
α

[
(1 + μ2) erfc

(
μ√

2

)
− μ

√
2

π
exp

(
−μ2

2

)]

(31)

where the parameter μ � Va
σα

is referred to as Clipping Factor.
As a first approximation, the clipping noise can be

assumed as white over −fs/2 to fs/2. Since the TX clipping
noise is shaped by the channel, its power spectral density
can be approximated by:

Sclip(f ) = Pclip
fs

|HC1(f )|2 (32)

It is worth mentioning that this approach is an approxi-
mation that ignores possible non-linearities at the transmitter
that may cause additional ISI or ICI. In addition, we do not
consider the interaction between quantization noise and clip-
ping, as reported in [27]. Time-domain simulations can be
considered to include these effects at a later stage of the
design.

IV. MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE RATE FOR BASEBAND
MODULATION
A practical implementation of a baseband PAM-M link
is shown in Fig. 4(b). In this system, the use of equal-
ization employing CTLE, feed-forward equalizer (FFE) at
the transmitter and the receiver, and decision feedback
equalizer (DFE) help to reduce ISI. For this analysis, we
assume the DAC at the transmitter to interpolate the discrete
input sequence with a zero-order hold, which introduces a
frequency response HDAC(f ) = sinc(fT). In addition, we con-
sider the power spectral density of the discrete-time sequence
X given by:

Sx(f ) = V2
x

3

(
M + 1

M − 1

)
T, (33)

where Vx is the peak voltage swing of the PAM-M symbols
sequence X. To be able to calculate Salz SNR, the effect of
impairments such as quantization noise, jitter, and residual
ISI should be considered. With this set of impairments, the
SNR(f ) takes the same form as (19), but some of the terms
are different, as described below.
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A. NOISE AND CROSSTALK
Noise and Crosstalk are treated in a similar way as DMT
by defining the combined channel-equalizer and crosstalk-
equalizer transfer functions as:

H̄C(f ) � |HFFE,TX(f )||HDAC(f )||HC(f )| (34)

|HCTLE(f )||HFFE,RX(f )| (35)

H̄XT(f ) � |HFFE,TX(f )||HDAC(f )||HXT(f )| (36)

|HCTLE(f )||HFFE,RX(f )|. (37)

B. JITTER
Consider the transmission of a sequence of PAM-M symbols
xk with a peak to peak signal swing 2Vx, corresponding to an
average power per symbol σ 2

x = M+1
3(M−1)

V2
x . This sequence

usually goes through a transmitter FFE to produce a sequence
αk = C0xk + C1xk−1 + · · · + Cnxk−n, where C0 to Cn are
the FFE coefficients. After the transmitter FFE, the voltage
swing is Vα = (|C0| + |C1| + · · · + |Cn|)Vx and the average
power is σ 2

α = (C2
0 + C2

1 + · · · + C2
n)σ

2
x .

For the jitter analysis, it is possible to use a similar deriva-
tion as the one used to derive (25) and (26), with the main
difference being the DAC transmitted sequence is now cor-
related due to the FFE. Assuming uncorrelated jitter, the
autocorrelation functions of the TX and RX jitter induced
noise after the ADC are:

Rjit,TX(w) =
(

2σ 2
α − 2Rα[ − 1]

)
E[(εTXk )2]Rh[w] (38)

Rjit,RX(w) = E[(nRXm )2]
∞∑

τ=−∞
{2Rα[τ ] − Rα[τ − 1] (39)

−Rα[τ + 1]}Rh[τ ] (40)

where the correlation of αk is calculated with Rα[τ ] =
(C0C|τ | + C1C|τ |+1 + · · · + Cn−|τ |Cn)σ 2

α .
The spectral densities of the TX and RX jitter induced

noise before the receiver FFE are given by:

Sjit,TX(f ) =
(

2σ 2
α − 2Rα[ − 1]

)
E[(εTXk )2]|HC1(f )|2/T(41)

Sjit,RX(f ) = 1

T
E[(nRXm )2]

∞∑
τ=−∞

{2Rα[τ ] − Rα[τ − 1] (42)

−Rα[τ + 1]}Rh[τ ]. (43)

C. RESIDUAL ISI
After equalizing the channel, it is possible to decompose
the sampled pulse response in two components, namely the
ISI-free response hnoISI and the residual ISI response hresISI
(Fig. 5):

hEQ = hnoISI + hresISI (44)

Taking Fourier transform of both sides, we can evaluate
the transfer function of the residual ISI term as:

HresISI(f ) = HEQ(f ) − 1 (45)

With this transfer function, it is possible to evaluate the
residual ISI power spectral density as:

SresISI(f ) = Sx(f )|HresISI(f )|2. (46)

FIGURE 5. Decomposition of equalized pulse response.

D. QUANTIZATION NOISE AND CLIPPING
For DAC and ADC quantization noise, the power spectral
densities are shaped by the receiver FFE.

Sq,DAC(f ) = �2
DAC

12fs
|HC1(f )|2|HFFE,RX(f )|2 (47)

Sq,ADC(f ) = �2
ADC

12fs
|HFFE,RX(f )|2 (48)

The de-emphasis operation applied in the TX ensures
amplitudes in the DAC output never exceed Vα , hence for
baseband transmission, clipping can be neglected.

E. MAXIMUM RATE CHARACTERIZATION
With the updated model of SNR(f ), it is possible to char-
acterize the maximum achievable rate as a function of the
full-scale voltage using an iterative approach based on Salz
SNR.
The characterization method is shown in Fig. 6 and is

described as follows. Given a modulation order M, an initial
baud rate BR1 = 1/T1 and a DAC full-scale voltage Vα ,
we can initialize the data rate as R = log2(M)

T1
and calcu-

late SNR(f ) and Salz SNR using equations (18) and (19),
respectively. This SNR is compared with the required SNR
for a target symbol error rate, which is known to be [14]:

SNRreq =
(
M2 − 1

3

)(
Q−1

(
M · Pe

2(M − 1)

))2

(49)

Based on this comparison, it can be decided whether the
baud rate should be increased or decreased for the next
iteration. The iteration stops when the difference between
Salz SNR and the required SNR is γm, which represents an
implementation margin. This margin is ideally 1, but can
be assumed slightly higher, such as 1.25, to improve con-
vergence. Finally, this process can be repeated for different
values of Vα .

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
As discussed so far, the maximum achievable data rate
for a channel depends first and foremost on the chan-
nel characteristics, namely its insertion loss (frequency
response), noise profiles, and crosstalk profiles. Once we
pick a channel, then the maximum achievable rate will
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FIGURE 7. Insertion loss and crosstalk for (a) the smooth and (b) the notch channel.

FIGURE 8. Simulation results for the smooth and notch channel for each of DMT and baseband signaling.

depend on the modulation scheme, its particular implemen-
tation, and the complexity we are ready to deploy in its
implementation.

In this section, we simulate the maximum achievable
data rates for two distinct channels: 1. a “smooth channel”,
which is publicly available through the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
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FIGURE 6. Baseband maximum achievable rate characterization method.

Working Group [29]. This channel, shown in Fig. 7(a), is
specified with an insertion loss of −14dB at 28GHz, the
Nyquist frequency for a PAM-4 system running at 112 Gb/s,
and two specific crosstalk profiles. 2. a recreated “notch
channel,” shown in Fig. 7(b), which has the same crosstalk
profile as the smooth channel, but its insertion loss exhibits
a 30dB notch at 14GHz. Notches in channel response are not
uncommon and can, for example, be created by impedance
discontinuities due to vias, stubs, and connectors. An exam-
ple of impedance discontinuity notch is demonstrated for
multi-drop memory bus applications in [7]. Channels of this
characteristic are known to be challenging to equalize with
conventional baseband techniques.
For each of the DMT and Baseband signaling schemes,

we choose the equalization parameters (CTLE in both mod-
ulations, FFE in baseband only) so as to maximize the data
rate for that scheme. For DMT, we design the CTLE so as
to limit the size of the cyclic prefix to 10. This is simply to
avoid a significant data rate penalty.
For a fair comparison between the two signaling schemes,

we have used the same design parameters for both signaling
schemes wherever possible. A complete list of these param-
eters is shown in Table 1. In particular, both the DAC and
the ADC use the same resolution (6 bits), same sampling
rate (56GS/s), and same rms jitter (150fs).
Fig. 8 compares the DMT and the baseband signaling for

the smooth and notch channels. The results of DMT for the
smooth channel are presented in four plots:

TABLE 1. Simulation settings.

• The first plot shows the evaluation of SNR(f ) for two
particular cases: (a) the ideal SNR, assuming insertion
loss, crosstalk and AWGN as the only impairments
in the system; and (b) the SNR(f ) for the DMT
case including the set of impairments described in
Section III.

• The second plot shows the bit load in bps/Hz for the
ideal case and the DMT case. We observe that in the
ideal scenario, constellations up to QAM-211 are achiev-
able. In the DMT case, constellations up to QAM-64
are achievable.

• The third plot shows the data rate that is obtained
by integrating the bit load plots. The DMT signaling
can accommodate a data rate up to 133Gb/s,
whereas ideally we could have expected a data rate
up to 209Gb/s.

• The fourth plot shows the spectral density of the noise
signals created by the different impairments. Integration
of these spectral densities allows us to identify the
dominant impairment in the system. In this particu-
lar example, the dominant impairment is quantization
noise, which contributes 2.8mVrms, followed by jitter
and AWGN, which contribute 1.3mVrms and 1.2mVrms,
respectively.

The results of Baseband for the smooth channel are
presented in four plots:

• The first plot shows the SNR(f ) for the baseband
case including the set of impairments described in
Section IV. In addition, the evaluated Salz SNR is plot-
ted and compared against the required SNR for different
PAM modulation orders. In this case, the Salz SNR
(26.21dB) is close to but slightly lower than the SNR
required by PAM-8 (26.96dB). In fact, 26.21dB of Salz
SNR can sustain a PAM-M modulation with no more
than M = 7.35 levels. This is equivalent to state that
M = 7.35 is the “Highest Order Achievable PAM”.
Under these circumstances, to meet the requirement of
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SER=1e-6, it is necessary to reduce modulation order to
PAM-7 if we impose a constrain of an integer number
of bits per symbol.

• The second plot shows the bit load, in bps/Hz, as a
function of frequency using log2(1 + SNR

�
). We also

show the bit load for PAM-7 modulation, which is 5.6
bps/Hz.

• The third plot, obtained by integrating the bit load plots,
indicates that the achievable data rate is 157.2Gb/s for
PAM-7 whereas, ideally, it could be 158Gb/s if PAM-M
with M = 7.35 were implementable.

• The fourth plot shows the spectral density of the noise
signals created by the different impairments. Integration
of these spectral densities allows us to identify the
dominant impairment in the system. In this particular
example, the dominant impairments are jitter, residual
ISI and crosstalk, with contributions to the total noise
of 11.8mVrms, 7.9mVrms, and 7.6mVrms, respectively.

The results of DMT for the notch channel are presented
similarly in Fig. 8. The bit rates for the ideal and DMT
cases are 184Gb/s and 114Gb/s, respectively. The integration
of the noise spectral densities allows us to identify that
the dominant impairments are quantization noise, AWGN,
and jitter, with contributions of 2.59mVrms, 1.13mVrms and
0.99mVrms, respectively. For the baseband case in the notch
channel, the Salz SNR reduces to 13.56dB, slightly higher
than 13.54dB of SNR required for PAM-2 with SER=1e-
6. Under these conditions, the data rate reduces to 56Gb/s.
The integration of the noise spectral densities allows us to
identify that the dominant impairment is residual ISI with
147mVrms, followed by jitter with 15.1mVrms.

Although the simulation results of Fig. 8 suggest that
the DMT signaling may be superior to baseband signaling
for the notch channel, the performance of DMT signaling
scheme can be far more sensitive to design parameters, which
may directly translate to design complexity. To complete this
study, we compare the performance sensitivity of the two
signaling schemes to each of ADC/DAC resolution, jitter,
transmit signal swing, crosstalk, and residual ISI.

A. EFFECT OF DAC AND ADC RESOLUTION
Fig. 9 compares the performance of DMT and baseband sig-
naling as a function of the DAC and ADC resolution. For
the smooth channel, the DMT performance is very sensitive
to the data converter resolution. In order to get compara-
ble performance to PAM-8, 7 bits of resolution are required
by DMT. In the case of baseband, the minimum resolu-
tion depends on the modulation order. For example, PAM-8
requires at least 6 bits of resolution, PAM-4 can tolerate a
reduction down to 4 bits, and PAM-2 is unaffected by a res-
olution drop to 3 bits. DMT maintains its performance when
we move from the Smooth Channel to the Notch Channel.
In contrast, baseband signaling suffers a significant drop in
the achievable data rate. This is expected as the notch can
be avoided by DMT but causes major ISI, not removable by
CTLE, for the baseband case.

FIGURE 9. Achievable rate vs. ADC/DAC resolution for DMT and baseband. In this
simulation, σjit = 150 fsrms , 1 Vpp-diff DAC swing, and both channels are used.

FIGURE 10. Achievable rate vs. σjit . In this simulation, 1 Vpp-diff DAC swing,
Nbit = 6, and both channels are used.

B. EFFECT OF JITTER
To compare the impact of random jitter on the achievable
data rate, we have swept σjit from 50 to 500 fsrms for
both channels. The results are shown in Fig. 10. For the
smooth channel, PAM-8 data rate is the most sensitive to
jitter, whereas DMT and PAM-4 exhibit similar degradations
for σjit greater than 400fsrms. For the notch channel, jitter
does not show an impact on the achievable data rate because
baseband link performance is limited by residual ISI. DMT
shows a similar degradation for both the smooth and notch
channels.

C. EFFECT OF TRANSMITTER SWING
Defining the transmitter output swing is a critical step in
the system level definition of the link. A higher voltage
swing increases the overall SNR, and consequently, the link
may improve the data rate or the bit error rate for a given
set of impairments. However, a higher voltage can impact
reliability, power consumption, or linearity of the system.
Fig. 11 shows the performance of both DMT and baseband

as a function of the transmitter voltage swing. The simu-
lations are done for the smooth and notch channels. In the
smooth channel, DMT is most sensitive to swing followed by
PAM-8, while PAM-4 and PAM-2 data rates are unaffected
by the swing. In the notch channel, the performance of base-
band is not affected by the swing since it is already degraded
severely by the notch. In contrast, the DMT performance
continues to improve with the swing.
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FIGURE 11. Achievable rate vs. transmitter peak to peak voltage for DMT and
baseband. In this simulation, Nbit = 6, σjit = 150 fsrms , and both channels are used.

FIGURE 12. Data rate vs. crosstalk for DMT and baseband. In this simulation,
Nbit = 6, σjit = 150 fsrms , 1 Vpp-diff DAC swing, and both channels are used.

FIGURE 13. DMT achievable rate vs. CP and FFT size. In this simulation, Nbit = 6,
σjit = 150 fsrms , 1 Vpp-diff DAC swing, and both channels are used.

D. EFFECT OF CROSSTALK
To evaluate the effect of crosstalk, we applied a scaling factor
to the crosstalk transfer function and varied this parameter to
observe the achievable data rate. Similar to the case of jitter,
for the smooth channel, PAM-8 suffers more from crosstalk
compared with other modulations, whereas the degradation
in PAM-4 is similar to DMT. For the notch channel, while
the performance of the baseband schemes that have already
been limited by the notch do not show much sensitivity to
crosstalk, the performance of DMT continues to be affected
by increasing crosstalk. Naturally, at high crosstalk levels,
baseband schemes start to be affected by crosstalk, starting
with PAM-8.

E. EFFECT OF INCREASING COMPLEXITY
In the absence of an exact area and power estimate for each
of baseband and DMT signaling, we resort to observing the

FIGURE 14. Baseband achievable rate vs. amount of taps in the RX FFE. In this
simulation, Nbit = 6, σjit = 150 fsrms , 1 Vpp-diff DAC swing, 3 taps at the transmitter
FFE, and both channels are used.

impact on the data rate as a result of increasing the CP size
and FFT size in DMT and of increasing the number of FFE
taps in baseband. Although these are not the only parameters
affecting the overall complexity, they are likely to be among
the most impactful. Fig. 13 shows how the achievable rate
for DMT changes with the CP size and NFFT . We observe
that a CP size of 10 is optimum for both the smooth and
notch channels. Also, the data rate improves with the size
of the FFT. However, for FFT values higher than 128, the
improvement in data rate is not high enough to justify an
increase in the size of the FFT block.
For the case of baseband, aside from the CTLE, the param-

eter which can be selected to increase the achievable data rate
is the number of FFE taps. To evaluate this, for both chan-
nels, we sweep the number of taps in the receiver. Fig. 14
shows that increasing the number of taps does increase the
data rate but only to a certain point, beyond which the data
rate shows no increase with the number of taps.
Another aspect that needs to be considered in the com-

plexity evaluation is the discrepancy between the channel
model and the actual channel response and its impact on the
link performance. At the design stage, an initial approach is
to include a varying scaling factor in the channel insertion
loss |Hc(f )|. In this way, it is possible to run bit-loading and
obtain the range of achievable data rates. However, we also
notice that further research is required to study the effect
created by variations in the insertion loss’s shape.

VI. CONCLUSION
Inthisarticle,wecomparedbasebandagainstDMTtodetermine
which signaling scheme can provide a higher data rate for the
samechannel.Givena set of constraints, namely theADC/DAC
resolution, rms of random jitter, transmitter signal swing, the
thermal and the integrated crosstalk noise, we have shown
that the DMT signaling can achieve a data rate of 133Gb/s
and 114Gb/s for the smooth channel and the notch channel,
respectively,whereas thebasebandsignalingcanaccommodate
a higher data rate (157.2Gb/s) for the smooth channel but a
substantially lower data rate (56Gb/s) for the notch channel.
Given the smooth channel can be equalized easily to provide
an effective flat frequency response explains why baseband
signaling has an advantage in this case. On the other hand,
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TABLE 2. A summary of data rate sensitivity of DMT and baseband signaling to each of the constraints.

it is difficult for the baseband signaling to provide effective
equalizationwhen there is a notch in the channel. This explains
why DMT signaling, which can effectively bypass the notch,
has an advantage over baseband signaling in this case. To find
out how robust the performance of each of the signaling scheme
is to the constraints, we have swept these constraints, one at a
time, and simulated their corresponding maximum achievable
rates. Table 2 summarizes these results, suggesting overall
a higher sensitivity of DMT signaling to design parameters
compared with baseband signaling.
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